ABSTRACT
Visual aesthetics is one of the fundamental perceptual properties of 3D shapes. Since the perception of shape aesthetics can be subjective, we take a data-driven approach and consider the human preferences of shape aesthetics. Previous work has considered a pairwise data collection approach, in which pairs of 3D shapes are shown to human participants and they are asked to choose one from each pair that they perceive to be more aesthetic. In this research, we study the question of whether the 3D modeling representation (e.g., polygon, points, or voxels) affects how people perceive the aesthetics of shape pairs. We find surprising results: for example the single-view and multi-view of shape pairs lead to similar user aesthetics choices; and a relatively low resolution of points or voxels is comparable to polygon meshes as they do not lead to significantly different user aesthetics choices. Our results has implications towards the data collection process of pairwise aesthetics data and the further use of such data in shape modeling problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past, researchers in diverse fields such as philosophy, psychology, and mathematics have explored the perception of beauty in different ways. More recently, the aesthetics of images [Leyvand et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010] and 3D shapes [Bergen and Ross 2012; Gambino 2013; O’Toole et al. 1999; Séquin 2005] have been explored in computer graphics. The aesthetics of 3D shapes is a subjective concept, as whether a shape is aesthetic depends on an individual’s preferences. Hence we take a data-driven approach in this work and consider the human preferences of shape aesthetics.

Designing experiments to collect data on the perceptual aesthetics of 3D shapes is a challenging task. One method is to show users a single shape and ask them to give an absolute aesthetics score. However, an absolute scale may not be consistent across individuals. One person might give a score of 0.95 to indicate an aesthetic shape while another might say that a score of 0.7 is already very aesthetic. Instead of an absolute scale, we choose a relative scale of scores. This is motivated by recent work in collecting crowdsourced data [Lau et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2015; Lun et al. 2015; O’Donovan et al. 2014] where triplets or pairs of media types (including fonts, 3D shapes, and 3D shape vertices) are shown to users. We collect aesthetics data by showing participants two shapes (or a shape pair) and asking them to choose one that they perceive to be more aesthetic. This is a “simple” task that fits well with crowdsourcing platforms as participants only need to provide a binary response for each question. Even though using shape pairs is a good way to collect data, there are still other parameters such as how the shapes are presented to the users that might affect their choice. In this paper, the key question we explore is whether the modeling representation of the 3D shapes affect the human aesthetic preferences of shape pairs (Figure 1).

This question is significant as the quality of data collected from humans is important towards the further study of shape aesthetics with such data. For example, if we use such data to study the features that make a shape aesthetic [Adkins and Norman 2016; Gambino 2013; O’Toole et al. 1999] or to learn measures of shape aesthetics [Dev et al. 2016], then the quality of the collected data is important. In addition, there is work in the analysis of 3D shapes that takes different 3D model representations (e.g., voxels [Wu et al. 2015] and point clouds [Qi et al. 2016]). An understanding of the effects of different representations would be useful for robust data collection for shape aesthetics and for general shape analysis problems.

One main use of the study presented in this paper is that we have attempted to predict shape aesthetics automatically by collecting
data of the aesthetics of shape pairs [Dev et al. 2016]. In this regard, it is not clear how we should present the shapes to the users, and whether the user perception may be significantly different if we change the modeling representation. The study in this paper is intended to offer insights for these, but we do not focus on the learning and prediction parts in this paper.

We first compare between single-view and multi-view representations of 3D shapes and investigate whether there is a difference between them towards the human aesthetics preferences of shape pairs. Similarly, we then compare between the polygon mesh and wireframe mesh representations, between the polygon mesh and point cloud (for various numbers of points) representations, and between the polygon mesh and voxel (for various voxel resolutions) representations. The basic experiment we perform is to take a shape pair (shapes A and B), generate different 3D modeling representations of them, render them side-by-side, and ask humans whether they perceive A or B to be more aesthetic. For example, to compare between polygon meshes and voxels, we take the polygon mesh renderings of A and B and collect the preferences for a number of participants. We also take the voxel (at some resolution) renderings of A and B and collect the preferences for the same number of participants. For each shape pair, we see whether the human preferences between polygons and voxels match. As this data may contain small numbers, we use Fisher’s exact test to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the proportions of preferences (of A and B) between the polygon and voxel representations. We perform this test for many shape pairs to compare between the two representations.

Our key contribution is in comparing between various types of stimuli for collecting the aesthetics preferences of 3D shape pairs. We find results that are surprising and not expected. For example, we find that between single-view and multi-view representations, there is no significant differences in the human aesthetics preferences. We also find unexpectedly that a small number of points and a low voxel resolution are already comparable to the polygon mesh, when using them to collect data for the aesthetics preferences of shape pairs. For example, there are no significant differences in using a low voxel resolution of 32x32x32 compared to the polygon mesh. This implies that humans need not observe the details to form opinions on shape aesthetics and high resolution representations of shapes may not be necessary for analyzing these shapes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Aesthetics of 3D Shapes

There is much previous work in 3D shape aesthetics. These can be for various types of shapes and for finding aspects of a shape that makes it visually appealing. For example, previous research has found that average faces are more attractive [O’Toole et al. 1999], humans prefer curves in abstract artistic shapes [Gambino 2013], and shape complexity is one criteria towards the perceived beauty of snowflakes [Adkins and Norman 2016]. There has also been work in creating aesthetic shapes [Bergen and Ross 2012; Séquin 2005; Wyvill et al. 2012]. In this paper, we do not have any predefined criterias of aesthetics but instead take a data-driven approach. We collect data for pairs of 3D shapes and study the effect of modeling representations on the human aesthetics preferences of shape pairs.

2.2 Effect of Rendering Method or Style on Perceived Shape

There exists work in the perception of shapes based on their rendering methods or styles. DeCarlo et al. [2003] introduce a non-photorealistic rendering method to convey a shape based on suggestive contours. Todd et al. [2004] study different sources of information (e.g. shading, texture, contours) that humans can use to visually perceive 3D shapes. Ferwerda et al. [2004] find that rendering methods (such as global illumination) and viewpoint have a significant effect on the ability to discriminate shape differences. McDonnell et al. [2012] study the effect of different rendering styles on the perception of virtual humans. Zell et al. [2015] study how shape and material stylization affect the perception of characters and facial expressions. In this paper, we study whether rendering shapes in different fundamental 3D modeling representations (e.g. polygon mesh, point cloud, voxels) can affect the human preferences of shape aesthetics.

2.3 Perception of Shapes

Shape perception is a large area and a complete review of work in this area is beyond the scope of this paper. One related work predicts the salient features of 3D models [Howlett et al. 2005]. Another related work determines perceptually good views of 3D models based on data collected on people’s preferred views [Secord et al. 2011]. There is also work that learns semantic attributes of shapes and demonstrates an interface for creating new shapes with the desired strength of attributes [Chaudhuri et al. 2013]. While there is much work in the visual perception of shapes in general, we focus on shape aesthetics.

2.4 Crowdsourcing

Recent work in collecting crowdsourced data based on data triplets [Liu et al. 2015; Lun et al. 2015; O’Donovan et al. 2014] and pairs [Lau et al. 2016] gave us the original inspiration to collect aesthetics data in the simplest way of shape pairs. With the shape pairs, we then considered whether different 3D modeling representations would affect the user choice.

Crowdsourcing approaches to measure image quality are common. Researchers have explored different experimental methods for perceptually measuring image quality [Keelan and Urabe 2003]. A binary like/dislike rating and a numerical 10-point scale [Agrawal et al. 2014] have been tested with crowdsourced voters to understand image aesthetics. Different experimental setups to collect data to assess image quality have been compared [Mantiuk et al. 2012], and they find that a forced-choice pairwise comparison method gives the most accurate result. In our experiments, we use the forced-choice pairwise comparison method for 3D shapes, where we take two shapes and ask which is more aesthetic.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The purpose of our experiments is to explore whether the methods (in terms of 3D modeling representations) used to display the shapes to participants affect the human aesthetics preferences of shape pairs. In this section, we describe the 3D shapes we used,
the 3D modeling representations, the crowdsourced data collection, and the method used to compare whether different modeling representations give significantly different user aesthetic responses.

3.1 3D Shapes
We collect a variety 3D shapes from ShapeNet [Chang et al. 2015]. These shapes belong to three categories: chairs, lamps, and tables. We consider the shape geometry and not the color and texture information. The shapes are already oriented and scaled.

We generate pairs of shapes, where each pair comes from the same category. It makes more intuitive sense to compare a chair against another chair, rather than a chair against a lamp. For each category, we have a set of 30 shapes and we generate 60 shape pairs randomly. The total number of shape pairs is 180.

3.2 3D Modeling Representations
We convert each shape into these 3D modeling representations before using them in our data collection process: single-view polygon mesh, multi-view polygon mesh, wireframe mesh, point clouds with various number of points, and voxels for various resolutions.

For single-view polygon mesh (or just “single-view”), we create a single-view image that shows a representative forward-facing viewpoint of the polygon mesh. The viewpoints are chosen by us and the shapes are consistently rendered in the same way. For multi-view polygon mesh (or just “multi-view”), we rotate the mesh along the up-axis and have a slightly slanted up-direction to better show the 3D shape. We choose to take three seconds for each complete rotation followed by half a second of pause at the same representative viewpoint for single-view. These are then repeated continuously as a gif image and rendered with the same shading parameters as the single-view case. The video shows examples of these images.

For polygon mesh, the meshes are as originally downloaded. These are in multi-view, as we prefer to truly show the 3D aspects of a mesh from multiple views. So these are the same as the multi-view case above, except we use the term “polygon mesh” whenever we directly compare the polygon representation with the other 3D representations below (which are also rendered in multi-view). The “wireframe mesh” either shows the “original” mesh or a “re-meshed” case. We convert the mesh into voxels (at a high resolution to minimize jagged artifacts) and then use marching cubes to convert back into a mesh that has a large number of polygons that are more uniform in size. We then apply a quadric-based edge collapse method to reduce the number of polygons to a desired number while maintaining the shape. For “point clouds”, we use the same approach as the one for wireframe mesh to first convert into a mesh with a large and more uniform number of polygons and then reduce this mesh to the desired number of points. We tested various cases and eventually used meshes with 125, 250, and 500 points. For “voxels”, we tested various cases and took voxel resolutions of 16x16x16 and 32x32x32. The voxels are rendered as small cubes. Figure 1 shows examples of these modeling representations.

3.3 Crowdsourced Data Collection
We use crowdsourcing as a method to collect data. We collect data for 60 shape pairs x 3 shape categories x 9 modeling representations x 25 participants. Each HIT (Human Intelligence Task) or each set of questions on Amazon Mechanical Turk has 30 shape pairs. Hence there were 54 HITs x 25 participants. Note that each participant can only do each unique HIT once, but they can do any number of the different HITs if they wish. Each shape can repeat within the same HIT, but the 30 shape pairs are different. Each shape pair is posted as a question on Amazon (Figure 2 shows some examples), where we asked participants to choose which shape is more aesthetic. The order of shapes in each appearance of a shape pair is randomized. We filter out “bad” participants by allowing those whose approval rate of previous questions they have done is 95% or higher. This is a constraint that can be set within the Amazon system. We paid $0.05 to $0.10 for each HIT, which typically took participants approximately a few minutes to complete.

Figure 2: The interface on Amazon Mechanical Turk allows users to click anywhere on the image or the small box to the right to indicate the one they perceive to be more aesthetic. The left pair is for voxel resolution of 32x32x32 and the right pair is for polygon meshes.

3.4 Comparing 3D Modeling Representations
Using the collected data, we wish to study the effect of the modeling representation on participant choice, by comparing the results of two modeling representations each time. At a high level, if most people choose shape A for one representation of the pair (A,B), while most people choose shape B for another representation, then these two modeling representations lead to a significantly different user choice. We describe the modeling representations that we compare against, and the method to compare the data collected for two modeling representations to decide whether they lead to significantly different user responses.

We compare the data collected for two modeling representations separately each time. First, we compare between single-view and multi-view (of polygon meshes). We then use polygon mesh as a basis to compare between: polygon mesh and wireframe mesh (original and re-meshed wireframe), polygon mesh and point cloud (125, 250, and 500 points), and polygon mesh and voxels (16x16x16 and 32x32x32 resolutions).

We compare between two modeling representations by using Fisher’s exact test. This test tells us whether any differences that we observe in the proportions of (A,B) choices between two modeling representations is significant. As the number of responses for a particular choice can be small or even be zero, we choose Fisher’s exact test which can handle these cases. The null hypothesis for each of the comparisons above is that the two modeling representations are equally likely to have the same proportions of choices.

As an example of this test, to compare between polygon mesh and voxels (at a specific resolution), we take each shape pair (A,B) and observe the choices of 25 participants. For polygon mesh, we may have 18 participants choosing A and 7 choosing B. For voxels,
we may have 9 choosing A and 16 choosing B. Intuitively (18,7) and (9,16) are quite different. Fisher’s exact test gives a p-value of 0.022. Since the p-value is less than 0.05, this provides evidence to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level or that the two modeling representations lead to significantly different proportions of responses (note that this was just an example to illustrate the process). We perform Fisher’s exact test with the data for each shape pair. Then for all shape pairs for each shape category, we note the percentage of pairs where the null hypothesis is rejected or where the two modeling representations lead to different responses. The results in the next section show these percentages.

4 RESULTS

We show and analyze the results to give insights into whether the modeling representation of 3D shapes affects the human aesthetic preferences of shape pairs.

4.1 Single-View vs. Multi-View

We compare between the single-view and multi-view representations with the method described in the previous section. The percentages of shape pairs where we observe significant differences (according to Fisher’s exact test at 5% significance level) in the proportions of (A,B) aesthetic choices between single-view and multi-view are 1.7% for chairs, 6.7% for lamps, and 1.7% for tables. The overall percentage for all shape pairs is 3.3%. These are the percentages of shape pairs where the null hypothesis is rejected or where the two modeling representations lead to different responses. Figure 3 shows examples of shape pairs where the single-view and multi-view cases give either the same or quite different (A,B) responses.

The results provide some initial evidence that the single-view polygon mesh and multi-view polygon mesh have similar proportions of aesthetic responses. The implication is that having a single-view is enough even though the shapes are in 3D, at least for the shape categories we tested.

4.2 Polygon Mesh vs. Wireframe Mesh

We compare between the polygon mesh and wireframe mesh representations. The percentages of shape pairs where we observe significant differences (according to Fisher’s exact test at 5% significance level) in the proportions of (A,B) aesthetic choices between polygon mesh and “original” wireframe are 8.3% for chairs, 5.0% for lamps, and 10.0% for tables. The overall percentage for all shape pairs is 7.8%. The percentages between polygon mesh and “re-meshed” wireframe are 5.0% of chairs, 1.7% for lamps, and 5.0% for tables. The overall percentage for all shape pairs is 3.9%. Figure 4 shows examples of shape pairs where the polygon mesh and wireframe mesh cases give either the same or quite different (A,B) responses.

The results provide some initial evidence that the polygon mesh and re-meshed wireframe representations have similar proportions of aesthetic responses.

4.3 Polygon Mesh vs. Point Clouds

We compare between the polygon mesh and point cloud representations. The percentages of shape pairs where we observe significant differences (according to Fisher’s exact test at 5% significance level) in the proportions of (A,B) aesthetic choices between polygon mesh and point clouds (for 125, 250, and 500 points respectively) are 26.7%, 10.0%, and 6.7% for chairs, 5.0%, 6.7%, and 6.7% for lamps,
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Figure 4: Polygon Mesh vs. Wireframe Mesh (original mesh): Examples of shape pairs with user (A,B) responses (numbers below shapes). (a) A shape pair of chairs with the same (A,B) responses for both polygon mesh and wireframe mesh. (b) A shape pair of chairs with quite different responses between polygon mesh and wireframe mesh. Second row shows the same type of examples as in first row but for lamps, and third row is for tables.

Figure 5: Polygon Mesh vs. Point Clouds (250 points): Examples of shape pairs with user (A,B) responses (numbers below shapes). (a) A shape pair of chairs with the same (A,B) responses for both polygon mesh and point clouds. (b) A shape pair of chairs with quite different responses between polygon mesh and point clouds. Second row shows the same type of examples as in first row but for lamps, and third row is for tables.

and 16.7%, 18.3%, and 8.3% for tables. The overall percentages for all shape pairs are 16.1%, 11.7%, and 7.2%. Figure 5 shows examples of shape pairs where the polygon mesh and point cloud cases give either the same or quite different (A,B) responses.

The results provide some initial evidence that a relatively small number of points is enough to represent each shape, compared to the thousands of vertices that these models typically have (in their original mesh form). In some cases, the point representation
can miss some shape details or even parts of the shape (e.g(336,247),(663,268). This implies that participants typically do not need to observe the details of a shape to make the aesthetics choices.

4.4 Polygon Mesh vs. Voxels
We compare between the polygon mesh and voxel representations. The percentages of shape pairs where we observe significant differences (according to Fisher’s exact test at 5% significance level) in the proportions of (A,B) aesthetic choices between polygon mesh and voxels (for resolutions of 16x16x16 and 32x32x32 respectively) are 13.3% and 5.0% for chairs, 11.7% and 10.0% for lamps, and 11.7% and 1.7% for tables. The overall percentage for all shape pairs is 12.2% and 5.6%. Figure 6 shows examples of shape pairs where the polygon mesh and voxel cases give either the same or quite different (A,B) responses.

The results provide some initial evidence that the polygon mesh and a voxel resolution of 32x32x32 have similar proportions of aesthetic responses, while a resolution of 16x16x16 leads to higher percentages of “different” responses. This result is surprising as a resolution of 32x32x32 is quite coarse and in some cases can miss many details of the shape. Similar to the previous subsection for point clouds, this also provides evidence that participants typically do not need to observe the details of a shape to make their choices.

5 DISCUSSION
We have studied the effect of the 3D shape representation on the human aesthetics preferences of pairs of 3D shapes. The results are sometimes not expected and surprising. Our results have implications for further work that uses this kind of aesthetics data and 3D modeling problems that use this kind of data in general.

For example, we find that a relatively low number of points and low resolution of voxels are comparable to polygon meshes when collecting aesthetics data of shape pairs. This implies that a coarse resolution of the shapes may be enough for some problems even if this reduces some shape details.

One limitation of our work is that the shapes that we considered are man-made and furniture objects, which in many cases are symmetric or have some almost-symmetric axes. Most man-made shapes available online have some symmetry though, so this is still a fair comparison. For future work, it would be interesting to perform our experiments for more abstract shapes.

We realize that voxelizing the models may cause thin structures to appear thicker. This is an artifact of the voxelization that may affect the aesthetics results. This is partially one of the purposes of our study in the sense that we wish to explore whether the voxelization affects the perception of shape aesthetics.

We find that a surprisingly low voxel resolution of 32x32x32 is enough for humans to detect aesthetic preferences as with the polygon mesh representation. A voxel resolution of 32x32x32 is quite coarse and we actually hypothesized that it would be too coarse to represent the details of the shapes. We thought that users would not be able to give the same aesthetics responses with such low voxel resolutions, but this is not true and may be counter-intuitive. It seems that humans can unconsciously perform some smoothing and interpolation, for example to visualize some jagged voxels and think of the overall smoothed surface rather than the jagged-ness of the voxels.

We believe that our work provides a good start to this problem. For future work, there are many possible ways to extend our experiments to explore the problem further. A limitation of our work is...
that we have only three man-made shape categories. We can extend this to a larger number of shape categories and shape pairs. We can also have shape pairs that cross two categories to have one shape A from one category and the other shape B from another category.

Other good experiments to do for future work include: considering 3D shapes with color/texture/material, considering different rendering parameters such as non-photorealistic effects, having different multi-view parameters (how to rotate the shape, how long to rotate and pause, and/or even allow direct interactions from the users), performing the single-view vs. multi-view experiment for representations other than the polygon mesh (we decided not to be too exhaustive in this paper), and considering two or three static images instead of a continuous rotation to achieve the effect of multiple views.
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